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Fluorescence spectroscopy provides potential contrast enhancement for near-infrared tissue imaging and
physiologically correlated spectroscopy. We present a fluorescence photon migration model and test its
quantitative predictive capabilities with a frequency-domain measurement that involves a homogeneous
multiple-scattering tissue phantom ~with optical properties similar to those of tissue in the near infrared!
that contains a fluorophore ~rhodamine B!. After demonstrating the validity of the model, we explore its
ability to recover the fluorophore’s spectral properties fromwithin the multiple-scattering medium. The
absolute quantum yield and the lifetime of the fluorophore are measured to within a few percent of the
values measured independently in the absence of scattering. Both measurements are accomplished
without the use of reference fluorophores. In addition, the model accurately predicts the fluorescence
emission spectrum in the scattering medium. Implications of these absolute measurements of lifetime,
quantum yield, concentration, and emission spectrum from within multiple-scattering media are dis-
cussed. © 1997 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

A. Advantages of Noninvasive Fluorescence in Tissues

Near-infrared ~NIR! tissue spectroscopy and imaging
offer many promising noninvasive medical applica-
tions such as the localization of tumors and the mon-
itoring of physiological parameters such as
hemoglobin saturation and glucose concentration.1
Although NIR spectroscopy has been used success-
fully to measure hemoglobin saturation in tissues,2
the detection of physiologically relevant compounds
other than hemoglobin is more difficult ~for example,
the detection of glucose3,4!. Traditionally, both the
high sensitivity and the selectivity of fluorescence
spectroscopy have made it an attractive tool for de-
tecting traces of specific chemical compounds. Flu-
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orescence offers enhanced sensitivity to NIR
spectroscopy and enhanced image contrast.
There are many applications of in vivo fluorescence

that are suitable for medical purposes. One example
is safe, noninvasive, and inexpensive methods for tu-
mor localization and treatment; certain fluorophores,
such as a hematoporphyrin derivative, naturally con-
centrate inside tumor tissue when administered intra-
venously.5 Selective tissue targeting is also possible
with fluorophores engineered to bind to a specific tar-
get or with specific tissue markers such as antibodies.
Other examples of fluorescence seek to supply medi-
cine with noninvasive monitors of physiological pro-
cesses. Phosphorescent quenching has been used to
study local oxygen pressure in biological tissues.6 In
addition to fluorescence intensity, other fluorescence
parameters such as the lifetime may also provide use-
ful physiological information.7 Fluorophores are cur-
rently available that exhibit measurable lifetime
changes, depending on variations in parameters such
as local pH.8

B. Noninvasive Fluorescence: The Problem of Multiple
Scattering

For some time, fluorescence has been studied in
highly scattering layers.9,10 Light transport in tis-



sues is dominated by scattering processes within the
visible and NIR regions of the spectrum.11 Multiple
scattering leads to a phenomenon called photon mi-
gration, in which individual photons can be thought
of as undergoing a random walk through the tissue,
traveling along a wide variety of complex paths.
The general problem of multiple scattering of light
inside tissuelike materials has received considerable
attention in recent years.12–14 Photon migration
provides a foundation onto which we can build a
quantitative model for fluorescence in strongly scat-
tering media such as tissues. Knowledge of the spa-
tial distribution of light inside a tissue is essential in
order to take full advantage of noninvasive fluores-
cence.
The problem of fluorescence spectroscopy in scat-

tering media has been investigated by the use of var-
ious scattering models.15 Fluorescence emission
spectra have already been recovered from thin tissue
samples and have provided many promising diagnos-
tic capabilities.16 Quantitative models of the emis-
sion spectra in these tissue samples already exist.17
The theory of fluorescence photon migration, which is
suitable for thick tissues, has been addressed in both
steady-state18 and time-resolved cases.19,20 Experi-
ments in thick tissuelike materials, specifically those
of a quantitative nature, have not yet been per-
formed. Patterson and Pogue19 have demonstrated
that the fluorescence photon migration theory quali-
tatively describes experimental results. The basic
method discussed by Patterson and Pogue has been
extended by Li et al.20 to include fluorescent inhomo-
geneities. In this paper we show that the model
presented by Patterson and Pogue may be used to
predict the values of absolute fluorescence parame-
ters, such as intensity and phase. This approach
allows accurate measurements of the fluorescence
emission spectrum, the lifetime, the quantum yield,
and the concentration of the fluorophore embedded
within a multiple-scattering medium without the use
of reference fluorophores.

2. Theory

A. Diffusion Theory

The diffusion equation is the standard approximation
used to describe light transport inside strongly scat-
tering media such as biological tissues12–14,21:

]U~r, t!
]t

2 nD¹2U~r, t! 1 nmaU~r, t! 5 q~r, t!, (1)

where nD 5 n~3m9s!
21 is the diffusion coefficient ~in

square centimeters per second!, q~r, t! is the source
term ~in photons per cubic centimeter per second!,
andU~r, t! is the photon density ~in photons per cubic
centimeter! at position r ~in centimeters! and time t
~in seconds!. In Eq. ~1! we assume that all photons
travel at one speed n, which we take to be the speed
of light in water. Equation ~1! is valid for a macro-
scopically homogeneous medium. The diffusion
equation relates the measurable photon density to
the optical properties of the medium, namely the ab-
sorption coefficient ma ~in inverse centimeters! and
the reduced scattering coefficient m9s ~in inverse cen-
timeters!. The inverse of m9s represents the mean
free path between effectively isotropic scattering
events,22 whereas the inverse of ma represents the
mean path length before absorption. We assume
that these optical coefficients provide an adequate
characterization of the medium.
In the frequency-domain approach, we implement

a sinusoidally intensity-modulated point source,12
modulated at angular frequency v, to model the ex-
citation light injected into the sample. Such a
source has the form q~r, v, t! 5 P~v!d~r!exp~2ivt!,
where P~v! is the source strength ~in photons per
second! and d~r! is the Dirac delta function. In the
infinite medium geometry, the solution to Eq. ~1!
when this source is used yields the photon density
U~r, v!exp~2ivt!, where12,23
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Solutions to the diffusion equation in the frequency
domain take the form of spherical photon density
waves, where ik defines a complex wave vector, which
is in units of inverse centimeters. The physics of
these waves has been described elsewhere.12,23–25

B. Adding Fluorescence

Equation ~1! can also be used to describe the propa-
gation of fluorescence light inside a multiple-
scattering medium, provided that we properly model
the effective fluorescence source. To avoid confu-
sion, coefficients at the excitation wavelength ~lx! are
denoted by the subscript x, and coefficients at the
emission wavelength ~lm! are denoted by the sub-
script m. Suppose that we distribute a fluorophore
uniformly throughout a homogeneous multiple-
scattering medium. This fluorophore creates an ad-
ditional absorption mafx of the excitation light, where
mafx is directly proportional to the fluorophore con-
centration through the molar extinction coefficient.
With regard to the fluorophore, we make the follow-
ing assumptions: ~1! The fluorophore concentra-
tions are dilute such that the probability that a
fluorophore will absorb emission light and refluoresce
~i.e., secondary fluorescence! is negligible, ~2! the in-
tensity decay occurs at a single rate ~i.e., a single
exponential decay profile!, and ~3! the photobleaching
is negligible.
The emission source term qm~r, t! must be propor-

tional to the excitation photon density at r and at t
@i.e., Ux~r, t!# and also must be proportional to the
fluorophore quantum yield ~L!. In the linear re-
gime, the probability per unit time for the absorption
of an excitation photon is given by nmafx. Thus the
strength of the emission scales with ~nmafx!LUx~r, t!.
The fluorescence signal strength at lm is also deter-
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mined by the emission spectrum of the fluorophore.
The emission spectral efficiency may be expressed as
a probability density wm~l!, which is defined such
that Lwm~l!dl gives the probability that after the
absorption of a photon the fluorophore will radiate
into a wavelength range dl about l. The probability
density wm~l! is also normalized to unity:

*
0

`

wm~l!dl 5 1.

The lifetime t ~in nanoseconds! of the fluorophore
induces a temporal delay of the fluorescence emis-
sion. This delay translates into a convolution be-
tween the distribution of decay times and the actual
time at which the excitation photon is absorbed.
The emission photon source then takes the form

dqm~r, t! 5 nmafxF*
0

`

Ux~r, t 2 t9!expS2
t9
tD dt9t G

3 Lwm~lm!dlm, (4)

where t9 is the time of absorption by the fluorophore.
In the frequency domain, the time dependence is
given by exp~2ivt!, so that the source term becomes
dqm~r, v!exp~2ivt!, where

dqm~r, v! 5 LnmafxS 1 1 ivt

1 1 v2t2DUx~r, v!wm~lm!dlm. (5)

Finally, we can determine the emission photon den-
sity by spatially convolving the Green’s function at
the emission wavelength @i.e., Eq. ~2!#with the source
term of Eq. ~5!. This convolution reflects the fact
that excited fluorophores inside the sample at many
positions contribute to the total emission photon den-
sity. The measured emission photon density be-
comes

Um~r, v! 5
LmafxFmP~v!

4pnDmDx
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after all wavelength contributions passed by the non-
ideal detector are summed. The factor Fm, which
contains the system spectral response as well as the
fluorophore spectral emission efficiency, gives the de-
tection efficiency of the system at lm and is described
below in this paper. The results of this basic formal-
ism agree with previous work.19,20

C. Analysis of the Fluorescence Photon Density

The emission photon density given by Eq. ~6! is a
convolution between emission and excitation photon
density waves, so that the phases associated with
emission and excitation photon migration do not add
linearly. The amplitude of Um~r, v! gives the ac in-
tensity @Um~r, 0! is the dc intensity#, whereas the
argument of Um~r, v! gives the phase of the emission
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photon density wave with respect to the phase of the
excitation source. Equation ~6! may be used to cal-
culate the measured fluorescence at a given location,
but it does not take into account secondary fluores-
cence emission ~as mentioned in the assumptions
above!.
Equation ~6! segments into three natural factors:

a spatial factor that contains all of the spatial infor-
mation ~i.e., r dependence!, a lifetime factor that con-
tains all appearances of t, and a fluorophore factor
that contains the only appearance of L and is also
proportional to mafx. Note that mafx also appears in-
side the kx’s. Only when mafx ,, max is Um~r, t!
strictly linear in fluorophore concentration.

3. Experimental Methods

A. Outline

Our experiment was designed to test Eq. ~6! as a valid
quantitative model for the propagation of fluores-
cence inside multiple-scattering media. A compari-
son was made between our measurements and the
predictions of Eq. ~6! for both the dc fluorescence
intensity and the phase shift of the fluorescence as
functions of r. Because the comparison required
knowledge of the optical parameters of the fluores-
cent multiple-scattering medium, mam, m9sm, max, m9sx,
mafx, L, and t had to be measured independently.
After confirming the validity of Eq. ~6!, we tested the
model’s ability to recover ~1! the fluorophore quantum
yield and concentration, ~2! the fluorophore lifetime,
and ~3! the fluorescence emission spectrum.

B. Instrument

Figure 1 presents an outline of the major components
used in our experiment. A mode-locked Nd:YAG la-
ser pulsed at 76.2 MHz was frequency doubled to 532
nm to provide the excitation. ~During the character-
ization of the phantom this Nd:YAG beam was used
instead to pump a rhodamine 6G dye laser. See
Subsection 3.D for details.! Laser output was then
directed into a bifurcated fiber, where the main
branch carried the light into the phantom. The mi-
nor branch of this fiber carried light to a reference
detector to correct for laser fluctuations. A motor-
ized scanner positioned the main branch of the fiber
anywhere inside the phantom.
A separate detector optical fiber guided the light

collected inside the phantom to an automated 8-nm
FWHM bandwidth monochromator. After the
monochromator, the light signal was carried by
another fiber-optic cable to a heterodyned photomul-
tiplier tube ~PMT! for down-conversion of the high-
frequency ~76.2-MHz! signal. After digitization and
Fourier transformation, this signal provided the
frequency-domain information, namely the dc inten-
sity, the ac amplitude, and the phase shift of the
photon density wave.26 The laser, synthesizers, and
computer acquisition card were all phase locked.



C. Phantom

Our tissue-simulating phantom consisted of an aque-
ous suspension of titanium dioxide particles ~a scat-
terer! mixed together with black India ink ~an
absorber!. The optical properties of this phantom
were similar to those of tissue in the NIR ~ma ; 0.08
cm21, m9s ; 11 cm21!. We continuously mixed the
medium at a location far from the optical fibers and
also periodically stirred the solution by hand to pre-
vent the settling of the titanium dioxide particles.
The phantom was then made fluorescent by the ad-
dition of laser-grade rhodamine B to a final concen-
tration of 380 nM. Rhodamine B in water decays as
a single exponential27 and is difficult to photobleach,
and thus it satisfies two of the assumptions made
about the fluorophore that were listed above. In a
nonscattering medium, the lifetime of rhodamine B
in water ~t 5 1.50 6 0.01 ns! was measured with a
phase and modulation fluorometer, and we used a
published value for the quantum yield ~L 5 0.31!.27
We assumed that these fluorescence parameters were
unaffected by the titanium dioxide suspension.

D. Characterization of the Phantom

As stated above, the absorption and the reduced scat-
tering coefficients of the phantom at the excitation
and the emission wavelengths must be measured in-
dependently. For several wavelengths within the
rhodamine B emission spectrum, we measured the
optical coefficients of the phantom both with and
without the fluorophore. Themeasurement protocol
involved using a single modulation frequency ~76.2
MHz! for the excitation source and scanning the de-

Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus. The dashed lines represent the
locked phases between components, and the labeled frequencies
give the signal frequency at each step ~Df is the beat frequency of
400 Hz!. A frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser pulsed at 76.2 MHz
delivered light to the phantom by a fiber-optic cable ~during the
characterization of the phantom, this beam pumped a rhodamine
6G dye laser instead!. A bifurcated optical fiber split the light
such thatmost of the light excited the phantom and some of it acted
as a reference. A detector fiber gathered light from the medium,
and a monochromator then selected a particular wavelength band-
pass. After heterodyning, a computer digitized the signal and
then performed a Fourier transform. The positioning device for
the detector fiber is not drawn for the sake of clarity. PMT’s,
photomultiplier tubes.
tector fiber to collect light atmultiple source–detector
separations.28 For this characterization of the opti-
cal properties of the phantom, we excited and de-
tected light at the same wavelength and therefore did
not measure any appreciable fluorescence. A tun-
able dye laser pumped by the Nd:YAG provided the
wavelengths between 560 and 620 nm.
Without rhodamine, the phantom possessed ab-

sorption coefficients ranging between 0.078 and 0.084
cm21 @Fig. 2~a!# and reduced scattering coefficients
ranging between 9.3 to 11.0 cm21 @Fig. 2~b!#, depend-
ing on the wavelength. In both plots, the squares
and the 3’s represent the phantom’s optical coeffi-
cients measured with and without rhodamine, re-
spectively. The curve in Fig. 2~a! is the absorption
spectrum of rhodamine B in water at a concentration
of 380 nM, measured independently in a spectropho-
tometer ~i.e., without any scattering!. Overall, Fig.

Fig. 2. Absorption and reduced scattering spectra. In both pan-
els, the 3’s are the optical coefficients of the phantom without
rhodamine B, and the open squares represent the optical coeffi-
cients of the same phantommixed with rhodamine B. Panel ~a! is
a plot of the absorption coefficient versus wavelength. The solid
curve is a rhodamine B spectrummeasured independently without
any scattering; however, for purposes of comparison, the phantom
absorption ~without rhodamine! has been added to this nonscat-
tering spectrum. Thus this curve represents the absorption spec-
trum that we should observe for the rhodamine B inside the
phantom. We can cleanly extract the fluorophore’s absorption
from the phantom. Panel ~b! presents the reduced scattering co-
efficient versus wavelength. Rhodamine contributes little to the
scattering. The precision uncertainty in themeasurement of each
coefficient is approximately 3%.
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2 demonstrates the effects of the rhodamine B on the
phantom’s absorption and reduced scattering coeffi-
cients. Diffusion theory, which is the basis for our
multidistance measurement protocol, allowed us to
separate the effects of absorption and scattering ef-
fectively. In other words, we extracted the rhoda-
mine B absorption spectrum from within a strongly
scattering phantom as demonstrated by Fantini et
al.28 Our instrument’s 0.1° phase error and less
than 1% count error led to an uncertainty in precision
of ;3% in each optical coefficient.

E. Fluorescence of the Phantom

The principal step of the experiment involved mea-
suring the fluorescence of the rhodamine B from
within the phantom. Here we excited the phantom
with the Nd:YAG laser and monitored the fluores-
cence by setting the monochromator to the desired
emission wavelength lm. In this step, we again per-
formed a series of multidistance measurements over
a few centimeters of source–detector separations by
fixing lx at 532 nm and varying lm from 560 to 620
nm in 5-nm steps. The phantomwithout rhodamine
does not fluoresce appreciably.

F. Calibration and Fm

There are two calibrations that we performed in order
to measure absolute values of dc counts and phase.
~Note that absolute dc intensity refers to an arbitrary
number of counts. We neither counted photons nor
measured the actual collected intensity, but instead
measured a quantity that is proportional to the pho-
ton flux at the detector.! The first calibration in-
volved determining the source strength P~v! and the
source phase. Knowledge of the source strength al-
lowed us to translate equivalent source photon inten-
sities into PMT counts, and the source phase is
simply an offset. Measurements of both dc and
phase at 532 nm at a known distance r allowed the
calculation of the source terms by means of Eq. ~2!.
The laser was not adjusted after this calibration.
Second, we also carefully characterized our detec-

tion system. The PMT and the monochromator
taken together have a spectral intensity response de-
noted by g~l!. We determined this function by mea-
suring the dc emission spectrum collected from
quinine sulfate dihydrate, as quinine sulfate dihy-
drate has a well-characterized fluorescence spec-
trum.29 Thus we corrected for the system’s
nonuniform spectral response.
Once g~l! was known, we were then able to calcu-

late Fm. The monochromator has a finite band-
width that passes a range of wavelengths Dl centered
about lm. Adding up all of the contributions to the
measured signal within the detector bandpass, we
find the expression for the factor Fm:

Fm ; *
lm2

Dl

2

lm1
Dl

2
wm~l9m!g~l9m!dl9m. (7)
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Numerical evaluation of this integral allows quanti-
tative predictions of the detected signal measured at
lm. In Eq. ~7!, wm~l! is the properly normalized
emission spectrum of rhodamine B in water after the
measured emission spectrum is deconvolved in water
and the monchromator bandpass is taken into ac-
count ~see Subsection 2.B!.

4. Experimental Results

Given the measured absorption and reduced scatter-
ing coefficients as well as t and L, the fluorescence
photon migration model given by Eq. ~6! accurately
predicted the measured fluorescence photon density
wave over the sampled wavelength region. Figure 3

Fig. 3. Fluorescence versus source–detector separation at 580
nm. In both plots, the filled squares are the measured values and
the curves are the predictions of the theory. There are no fitting
parameters of any kind in this plot; however, the predictions are
based on independent measurements of the optical coefficients.
Panel ~a! is a plot of the dc fluorescence intensity as a function of
distance. The four curves are four predictions of the dc fluores-
cence intensity for L values of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. Note that
these predictions are independent of t. The average value of L
needed to make the measurement at a given r coincide with its
prediction is 0.34 6 0.01 for all the sampled r’s, which agrees well
with the published value of 0.31. Panel ~b! is a plot of the phase
of the fluorescence as a function of distance. The five curves are
five predictions of the phase for t values of 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7
ns. Note that these predictions are independent of L. The av-
erage value of t needed to make the measurement at a given r
coincide with its prediction for all the sampled r’s is 1.52 6 0.02 ns,
which agrees well with the independently measured value of
1.50 6 0.01 ns. The experimental measurement errors are 0.1°
for phase and less than 1% for dc counts.



presents the measured frequency-domain fluores-
cence parameters ~taken at 580 nm! plotted against
their corresponding predictions from Eq. ~6!. The
measured fluorescence quantities are represented by
the filled squares, and the predictions are repre-
sented by the curves in both panels of Fig. 3. Recall
that these predictions are based on the independently
measured optical coefficients of the phantom.
The dc fluorescence intensity is plotted as a func-

tion of source–detector separation in Fig. 3~a!. The
four curves are predictions of Eq. ~6! with four differ-
ent values of the rhodamine B quantum yield.
There are no fitting parameters involved in this plot;
the intensities are absolute predictions ~that is, after
the source strength calibration!. If we determine
the value of L needed to make the prediction coincide
with the measurement at a given r, we obtain a value
ofL 5 0.346 0.01 as the average over all the sampled
r’s. This value is in good agreement with the pub-
lished value of 0.31.
Similarly, we show the predictions of the phase of

Eq. ~6! plotted against the measured data in Fig. 3~b!.
Once again, there are no fitting parameters involved
with the predictions, but this time the predictions for
five different values of the rhodamine B lifetime are
shown. We obtained an average value of t 5 1.52 6
0.02 ns by calculating the value of t needed to make
the prediction coincide with the measured value for
each of the sampled r’s. This is in excellent agree-
ment with the independently measured value of
1.50 6 0.01 ns obtained from a measurement with a
frequency-domain fluorometer of rhodamine B in wa-
ter.
The measured and predicted dc fluorescence spec-

trum of rhodamine B in the scattering medium at a
source–detector separation of 1 cm is shown in Fig. 4,
in which themeasured spectrum is the average of two
different data sets, and the prediction has been inter-
polated to fill in missing values between the 5-nm

Fig. 4. dc fluorescence emission spectrum. The filled squares
represent the measured dc fluorescence intensity at each wave-
length for a fixed source–detector separation of 1 cm. The curve
is again the prediction of Eq. ~6! for each wavelength, also at a 1-cm
source–detector separation. The agreement is excellent in the
red part of the emission spectrum. There is less than a 10%
discrepancy between the curves for the wavelengths ranging from
570 to 580 nm.
sampling points. Over the range where the rhoda-
mine absorbs poorly ~l . 575 nm!, the agreement is
excellent between prediction and experiment. Once
again, this prediction is not a fit. The agreement
grows poorer as we move toward the absorption max-
imum of rhodamine B ~;555 nm!.

5. Discussion of Results

A. Lifetime Determination

The fluorescence photon migration model accurately
distinguishes between changes in the fluorescence
phase shift emerging from photon migration and
from the fluorophore lifetime. This was especially
important in this experiment, as the photon migra-
tion times were comparable with t. Another impor-
tant feature of the model is that although both t and
L may be parameters that are sensitive to a given
fluorophore’s local environment, t was obtained with-
out knowledge of L, as the dc intensity is insensitive
to t and the phase shift is insensitive to L.
The values of t obtained for all wavelengths agreed

within 0.02 ns of each other; an important fact is that
this was done without the use of a reference fluoro-
phore. As previously described in the literature,
lifetime determinations with30 and without31 the use
of a reference fluorophore have already been under-
taken. Accurate lifetime measurement is a major
step toward the realization of lifetime sensing in tis-
sues. However, our work does not address the more
physiologically realistic complication of adding back-
ground fluorescence with a different lifetime.

B. Fluorescence Spectra

Multiple scattering also greatly complicates efforts to
obtain emission spectra from tissuelike materials.32
The fluorescence photon migration model was able to
predict the changes to a nonscattering emission spec-
trum that were due to the absorption and the scat-
tering of themedium. One cannot help but note that
the discrepancy between prediction and experiment
increases as the absorption of the fluorophore in-
creases. Although the fluorophore concentration
was below the micromolar range, the photon path
length was ;30 cm in the medium, leading to some
potential reabsorption of fluorescence light. This
absorption effect is taken into account by the model
because we have inserted the absorption coefficient of
the medium with rhodamine present at the emission
wavelength into Eq. ~6!. However, the discrepancy
observed in Fig. 4 is unlikely the result of secondary
fluorescence. In fact, reemission processes should
affect the phase significantly, whereas the predicted
phases agree with the measured phases within a few
tenths of a degree.
At this time, we believe the reason for the discrep-

ancy of Fig. 4 was due to a systematic error in the
determination of the optical coefficients, as described
in Subsection 3.D. For example, note in Fig. 2~b!
that the scattering appears to change by the addition
of rhodamine. The separation of scattering and ab-
sorption may have been corrupted, even if only mar-
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ginally. We also point out that the prediction can be
made to agree with the experiment within the exper-
imental uncertainties of the measured optical coeffi-
cients.
A more rigorous approach involves fitting Eq. ~6! to

the measured data, thus eliminating the need to
characterize themedium over the emission spectrum.
The emission absorption and scattering coefficients of
the medium can, in principle, be determined by a fit
with knowledge of only the spatial dependence of the
fluorescence emission. We had previously devel-
oped an instrument that performs a multidistance
frequency-domain measurement on a semi-infinite
medium in less than a second.33 Because we can
easily characterize a medium at the excitation wave-
length with a multidistance measurement, the fit
could eliminate the need for a light source at each
emission wavelength in order to find the medium’s
optical coefficients over the emission spectrum ~as we
did in this experiment!.

C. Concentration and Quantum Yield Determination

The most exciting aspect of absolute dc intensity
measurements is that we now may use the fluores-
cence photon migration model to determine the prod-
uct of Lmafx. The concentration and the quantum
yield of the fluorophore are essentially restricted
within the prefactor of Eq. ~6!. Therefore the dc in-
tensity can be used to measure absolute quantum
yields in systems in which the concentration of the
fluorophore is known. Reciprocally, for a fluoro-
phore in systems with a known L, one can retrieve
the concentration of a uniformly distributed fluoro-
phore in a multiple-scattering medium. Medical ap-
plications demand the ability to detect variations in
fluorophore concentration, a problem that has been
addressed by Li et al.20
An important point is that we were able to obtain

the absolute quantum yield value without the use of
a reference compound. Traditionally, absolute mea-
surements of L have been difficult to perform in flu-
orescence spectroscopy. Current methods are
hampered because of unavoidable geometric factors
brought on by the differences between excitation and
emission light paths.34 In the turbid medium, the
excitation and emission signals are detected with the
same detector in the same geometry, which elimi-
nates the necessity of accounting for the geometric
effects through empirical factors.

D. Sensitivity to Fluorophore Concentration

Fluorescence spectroscopy is typically more sensitive
than absorption spectroscopy in the detection of small
fluorophore concentrations because of the improved
signal-to-noise ratio ~SNR!. Figure 5 presents a the-
oretical comparison between fluorescence and differ-
ential absorption methods ~based on changes in the
signal before and after the addition of the fluoro-
phore!. This comparison uses the medium parame-
ters measured at 580 nm ~which are given in Table 1!,
with a modulation frequency of 76.2 MHz and a
source–detector separation of 2 cm. The plot com-
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pares the emission dc intensity ~solid curve! with the
excitation dc intensity ~dashed curve! as functions of
rhodamine B concentration. The slopes of these
lines determine the sensitivity to the fluorophore con-
centration. The inset of Fig. 5 is a plot of the frac-
tional change between the dc intensity at
concentration x and the dc intensity at concentration
x1 10 nM. This fractional change is then divided by
the uncertainty of the measurement, which is of the
order of 0.4% in terms of counts. The fluorescence
intensity provides superior sensitivity for small con-
centrations, but loses its sensitivity advantage over
differential absorption after ;350 nM ~which is 0.036
cm21 in absorption!. The sensitivity of the dc inten-
sity will change with the source–detector separation
for both fluorescence and differential absorption.19
Fluorescence is superior to differential absorption
over a larger range of concentrations as the source–

Fig. 5. Theoretical dc sensitivity comparison. Values for the
plots are found in Table 1. The modulation frequency was 76.2
MHz and the source–detector separation was r 5 2 cm. The solid
curve represents the fluorescence dc intensity calculated from the
emission photon density @Eq. ~6!#, and the dashed curve represents
the excitation dc intensity calculated from the excitation photon
density @Eq. ~2!#. The inset graph is the dc sensitivity, which is
defined as the fractional change in counts with a 10-nM change in
concentration ~see the text for the definition!. The fluorescence dc
sensitivity SNR is superior to the excitation absorption dc sensi-
tivity SNR for small fluorophore concentrations, but after ;350
nM the fluorescence begins to saturate, and hence loses sensitivity.
This crossing-over point of the sensitivities depends on the source–
detector separation.

Table 1. Medium Parameters for Theoretical Sensitivity Plotsa

Parameter lx ~532 nm! lm ~580 nm!

Reduced scattering coefficient
~cm21!

m9sx 5 10.9 m9sm 5 10.1

Background absorption coef-
ficient ~cm21!

max 5 0.0849 mam 5 0.0782

Fluorophore molar extinction
coefficient ~M21 3 cm21!
~3 104!

4.52 1.16

aThese are the values for the optical coefficients used for the plots
in Figs. 5 and 6 that were determined from our multidistance
measurement on the phantom with rhodamine B. The fluoro-
phore molar extinction coefficients were measured in a standard
spectrophotometer and were taken to base 10.



detector separation decreases. For example, the
largest concentration at which the fluorescence SNR
exceeds the differential absorption SNR changes from
about 780 to 200 nM as the source–detector separa-
tion changes from 1 to 3 cm, respectively.
The phase sensitivity is essentially the same for

the fluorescence signal as it is for the differential
absorption signal. This comes as no surprise, as a
distinctive advantage of phase measurements in flu-
orescence is its insensitivity to intensity ~and hence to
fluorophore concentration!. Figure 6 demonstrates
this effect. The lowest dashed curve represents the
phase as a function of rhodamine B concentration for
the excitation photon density wave alone, calculated
by the use of Eq. ~2! with the excitation coefficients.
The upper dashed curve represents the phase of the
fluorescence, calculated with Eq. ~6!. All parame-
ters are the same as those used in Fig. 5. Essen-
tially the only difference between these curves is the
initial phase shift that is due to the fluorophore life-
time. In either case, the change in phase over a
50-nM range is comparable with the detection limit of
our system ~0.1°!.
However, we can take advantage of this fluores-

cence phase shift by combining both excitation and
emission signals to enhance the overall sensitivity of
the phase to the fluorophore concentration. ~Note
that this must be done with phasor addition!. The
remaining curves in Fig. ~6! represent different com-
binations of the excitation and the emission photon
densities, in which the excitation signal has been cut
by 0.3, 1, and 2 optical-density units. The sensitiv-
ity of the phase to fluorophore concentration is now
much improved, especially in the low-concentration
regime.

Fig. 6. Theoretical phase-sensitivity comparison. The lower
dashed curve represents the phase versus concentration as pre-
dicted by the excitation photon density @Eq. ~2!#, and the upper
dashed curve represents the same thing, but predicted by the
fluorescence photon density @Eq. ~6!#. All variables are the same
as those used in Fig. 5. Note that except for the lifetime effect, the
curves are quite similar and are not useful for determining the
fluorophore concentration. However, a phasor combination of
both signals results in a vastly improved phase sensitivity with
respect to fluorophore concentration. The amount of attenuation
of the excitation relative to the emission is listed in the figure for
optical densities of 0.3, 1, and 2.
6. Conclusion

In agreement with other groups, we have derived an
expression to quantify fluorescence photon migration
in thick tissues. Not only have we further verified
the qualitative character of the equation, but we have
also demonstrated its abilities for quantitative pre-
dictions of fluorescence parameters. This equation
is accessible to a full range of applications for fluo-
rescence spectroscopy in tissues, allowing the deter-
mination of fluorescence parameters such as
concentrations, lifetimes, quantum yields, and emis-
sion spectra without the difficulty of reference com-
pounds. By using a fit, we may be able to perform
these measurements by using only one light source at
the excitation wavelength. This would allow for
much simpler implementation of fluorescence spec-
troscopy to multiple-scattering media.
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Institutes of Health grant CA57032, the U.S. Na-
tional Institutes of Health grant RR03155 ~LFD
grant!, and the University of Illinois. The authors
also thank Todd French for his measurement of the
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